Abstract-In this paper, an approach to differentiate between various dielectric threat objects in security applications is investigated. The scattering information in form of the Sinclair matrix of relevant scenarios is gained from a fully polarimetric, monostatic synthetic aperture radar (SAR). A possible polarimetric calibration procedure is presented. The radar data are processed with the H − α decomposition algorithm. The H − α scattering characteristics of threat objects are analyzed in terms of a weighted averaging. It is shown that an object classification is possible even for threat objects conceiled under thick layers of clothing. Measurement results are presented to illustrate the topic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Imaging systems for security applications have been in the focus of intense research for a number of years. A great number of systems and techniques have been investigated in typical application fields, for example passenger [1] and luggage [2] scanners for conceiled weapon detection. Main objectives of all these systems are a quick imaging process combined with a highly reliable detection rate to ensure a large inspection throughput as well as an enhanced security level. Further important issues are health and privacy considerations. Since electromagnetic waves in the millimeter wave region are of non-ionizing nature, but yet deliver well resolved images, this spectral region is the preferred choice for passenger scanners. Apart that, an automated threat detection is desirable to protect the privacy of scanned persons. Hence, algorithms for the automatic detection of dielectrics have been developed. These can for example be based on time domain analysis of radar data [3] or the exploitation of the co-polarization scattering information of scenes [4] . These algorithms deliver the relative permittivity and thickness of dielectrics, however a statement about the geometrical form of the dielectrics, e.g. about surface structurings, edges or curvatures, cannot be made offhand. The H − α decomposition method investigated here, is wellknown from remote sensing of the earth surface [5] [6] . The approach is based on an eigenvalue examination of the fully polarimetric scattering properties of a region. The number of elemental scattering processes and an average scattering process within each resolution cell of the imaged region is deduced. This allows for the classification of the region, for example for its dominant vegetation type. Here, this classification method is investigated for close range security applications. Every threat object is likely to consist of a unique composition of elementary scattering processes, which depends on its geometrical structure. This H − α fingerprint allows for a threat object classification.
II. H-α-DECOMPOSITION AND CLASSIFICATION SCHEME Assume a two dimensional distribution of scatterers as in Figure 1 , for which the polarimetric scattering properties have been determined in form of the Sinclair-matrix S(x, y). The matrix can be found for each point (x, y) of the scene from the evaluation of
where
The
T denote the incident electric field and the field scatted by the scene, for both horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarization and in the plane of the scene. When the angle θ between the coordinate systems in Figure 1 is 0 • , the H polarization oscillates in x-direction and the V polarization in y-direction, respectively. Since S HV (x, y) = S V H (x, y) for any real and reciprocal antenna, the Pauli scattering vector k can be calculated from the Sinclair-Matrix via the relation
This vector is more affiliated to the physical nature of the scattering process. The first element of k(x, y) is proportional to odd bounce scattering behaviour, e.g. in the case of specular reflection at a flat surface. The second element indicates even bounce characteristics, for instance dihedral scattering. Finally, the third element of k(x, y) depends on the cross-polarized part of S(x, y) and therefore indicates diffuse scattering processes. Hence, from the value of k(x, y), the physical character of the imaged scatterers can be concluded. However, a great disadvantage of k(x, y) is its dependency on the angle θ between the coordinate system of the employed polarisation basis and the spatial orientation of the scattering object. Due to this fact, different orientations of imaged objects result in different values of k(x, y), which hampers an automated detection. Hence, the coherency matrix T has to be derived from k:
.
The matrix can be diagonalized into a set of real eigenvalues λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 and their corresponding orthogonal eigenvectors u 1 , u 2 and u 3 at every point (x,y) of the scene:
The eigenvectors and eigenvalues may be interpretated as three independent scattering processes and their respective weighting within the observed resolution cell. According to [6] , the eigenvectors are to be parameterized according to
On the one hand, this relation ensures orthogonality between the eigenvectors, while on the other hand, the three alpha values α 1 , α 2 and α 3 can be evaluated. The entropy H(x, y) and the parameter α(x, y) can be calculated from the normalized eigenvalues P i (x, y):
Note that the calculation is based on an eigenvalue analysis and an appropriate parametrization of the eigenvectors. Since both are independent of the rotational offset θ, both H and α alpha are independent of the offset, too. This property is referred to as the roll invariance property of the H − α decomposition, which is essential for a robust threat object classification. The meaning of entropy H and parameter α shall be discussed here in a more detailed form. According to equation (8), the value H can vary between 0 and 1. As an entropy, it describes the disorder within a system, i.e. the disorder in the scattering behaviour within the observed resolution cell. The disorder becomes largest, when three different scattering processes with equal power are present, i.e. λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 . This behaviour yields to an entropy of H = 1. In contrast, low disorder can be observed when one scattering process dominates the total scattering behaviour. In the extreme case, only one scattering process is present, for example when
This results in entropy H = 0. Values for H between the extremes 0 and 1 result from the presence of more than one relevant scattering process with significant power within the observed resolution cell. Parameter α can be seen as a classification parameter for the dominant scattering process in the observed resolution cell. It can take values from 0 to 90 degrees. Three distinguished scattering processes can be assigned to the values given in Table I . If more than one of the given scattering processes is present, α yields an averaged value.
For the object classification a subregion of the whole scene is evaluated. This area can either be directly selected by the opertator or can be found with techniques identifying dielectric items, like time domain analysis methods or ellipsometric approaches ( [3] , [4] ). The H and α distributions of the subregion are then transferred into a histogram, i.e. the occurance of each possible H − α value pair within the analyzed subregion is determined. This remapping produces the H − α map N (H, α) of the subregion. For an easier characterization of the distribution N (H, α), only the weighted average regarding H and α according to
with
is evaluated here. This parameter can then be compared to known values of threat objects.
III. IMAGING SETUP AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
The quasi-monostatic imaging setup is shown in Figure 2  a) . The transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) antennas are placed next to each other. For the fully polarimetric imaging two types of horn antennas with different polarization are employed. The H and V antennas are polarized in x-and y-direction, hence θ = 0
• in Figure 1 . Both antenna types possess a polarization decoupling ratio of at least 24 dB within a beamwidth of 24 degrees in azimuth and elevation. Test objects are positioned in a distance z 0 in negative z-direction. To sample a two dimensional array, both antennas are moved simultaneously within the xy-plane. To completely measure the polarimetric scattering behaviour of a scene, three main measurements for the two co-polarization terms (S HH , S V V ) and for one cross-polarization term (S HV or S V H ) are performed. The antenna configuration has to be adjusted accordingly in each case.
Before the desired components of the S-matrix are computed, a response and isolation calibration is performed on each of the three main measurement data sets r MEAS (f ) to reduce the influence of the antenna crosstalk and the frequency characteristics of the system components. Therefore, two preparative measurements are conducted for each main measurement. First, an empty space measurement is performed, yielding r LOAD (f ). Second, a measurement with a reference target with distinctive scattering behaviour is conducted. A dihedral mirror as in Figure 2 b), can be used for both co-and cross polarziation calibration measurements, yielding r REF (f ). The three calibrated raw data sets r CAL (f ) can then be obtained by the relation
After time gating, the calibrated raw data can be processed with FFT-based SAR reconstruction algorithms to obtain the scatting profile of the scene in terms of the Sinclair matrix terms S HH (x, y), S HV (x, y), S V H (x, y) and S V V (x, y).
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The scene to be imaged and evaluated with the H − α-classification is shown in Figure 3 a) . It was positioned in a distance of z 0 = 250 mm from the 2D aperture, which was sampled with a stepwidth Δd x,y = 1.5 mm in both x-and ydirection to ensure an alias-free acquisition. The scene consists of three dielectric threat objects. The wax sheet and the table salt are to simulate plastic explosives and dangerous powders, respectively. Since the human skin has reflection properties similar to those of metal in the millimeter-wave region due to its high water content, the threat objects are affixed to a metal plate to emulate the human body surface. The polarimetric imaging was performed in the frequency interval from 100 GHz to 105 GHz at 29 equally spaced frequency points. The calibration measurements were conducted employing a dihedral mirror with η = 0
• for the co-polarisation data sets S HH and S V V and with η = 45
• for the cross-polarisation S HV . The SAR reconstruction was performed using a matched filter algorithm for each measured frequency point. Finally, the reconstructions at all frequency points were coherently averaged. The result of the imaging process for the S HH (x, y) component can be seen in Figure 3 b) . Clearly, the metal plate regions, as well as flat dielectric surfaces like the wax sheet and partly the ceramic blade, show strong co-polarisation properties. On the contrary, the knife handle and the salt bag are much darker, which is on the one hand due to their shape, i.e. the ergonomic form of the handle and on the other hand due to their inner composition, namely the orderless powder consistency of the salt. Both effects cause scattering of power into the crosspolarization and hence, the co-polarization term is smaller. The result of the H − α decomposition is shown in Figure 4 . Low entropy and α values can be determined in regions with only one strong scattering process, for example in the region of the wax sheet. Here, only specular reflections from the step in permittivity at the air-wax boundary and the subjacent metal plate have to be expected. However, at the edges of the wax sheet, higher entropy and α can be determined, which is due to the additional edge scattering process. Similar behaviour can be found at the knife blade.
In regions with diffuse scattering objects, for example at the knife handle and the salt bag, the depolarizing behaviour as a combination of several scattering processes is represented by higher values of H and α. However, the entropy H and the parameter α generally yield relatively small values in comparison to their theoretical value range. A reason for this phenomenon can be found in the measurement bandwidth. Since the resolution δ z in z-direction, not taking focussing effects in the near field of the array into account, depends on the available bandwidth of BW = 5.0 GHz, it has the relatively large value of δ z = c 0 /(2 · BW ) ≈ 30.0 mm. Due to this fact, the reflections of the threat objects and the metal plate lie within one range gate of the reconstruction. Thus, the calculated H and α distributions are heavily influenced by the specular reflection of the metal plate. Since in the ideal case, the decomposition of the polarimetric scattering response of a metal plate delivers the values H = 0 and α = 0
• , the calculated H and α distributions tend towards these values. For the target classification the H − α characteristics within the colored frames, which correspond to the threat objects, were evaluated. As an example, the H − α map of the salt bag and the corresponding point of weighted averages can be seen in Figure 5 . The points of weighted averages for all three threat objects are displayed in Figure 6 . Obviously, the three objects can clearly be distinguished from each other by their corresponding points of weighted averages. Furthermore, the objects can even be separated from each other under the influence of clothing. For this purpose, the scene was imaged two more times. Once with the object scene covered with one layer of thin shirt tissue (100% cotton) and once covered with two layers of thick pullover tissue (65% cotton, 35% polyester). As can be seen from Figure 6 , the points of weighted averages of the threat objects changed only slightly in comparison to the measurement without clothing. Hence, zones can be introduced to classify threat objects. In zone 1, the weighted average points of objects with mainly specular reflection behaviour, like flat sheets, can be found. In zone 3 diffuse scattering objects, like powders appear. In between lies the transition zone 2, identifying items with both specular and diffuse reflection behaviour. This way, the wax sheet can definitely be separated from the other objects, but the knife and the salt bag cannot clearly be distinguished from each other. However, the tendency that the points of weighted average of the salt bag generally lie at higher values of H and α than those of the knife is visible. This indicates that these objects could be separable with an optimized imaging process.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, a new approach for the classification of dielectric threat objects with a close range radar was presented. Based on fully polarimetric radar data, it was shown that various dielectric objects can be distinguished from each other by the location of their corresponding point of weighted averages in the H−α plane. One great advantage over other polarimetric classification schemes is the roll invariance property of the H − α decomposition. Due to this feature, the orientation of a possible threat object around the radar line of sight has no influence on the classification result, which in turn increases the robustness of the approach. The classification clearly allows to distinguish between dielectric sheets and geometrically structured objects or powders, even under the influence of clothing. However, the determination between structured objects with partly specular reflection behaviour and items with diffuse scattering is difficult. Hence, future research may treat multistatic imaging setups, which could exploit the theoretical H − α value range in a better way and thereby enhance the classification. Spending more bandwidth could support the effect. Investigations concerning the analysis of further statistical properties like the standard deviation of the H − α characteristics are also promising.
